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Abstract: Tetrodotoxin and saxitoxin are small, compact asymmetrical marine toxins that 

block voltage-gated Na channels with high affinity and specificity. They enter the channel 

pore’s outer vestibule and bind to multiple residues that control permeation. Radiolabeled 

toxins were key contributors to channel protein purification and subsequent cloning. They 

also helped identify critical structural elements called P loops. Spacial organization of their 

mutation-identified interaction sites in molecular models has generated a molecular image 

of the TTX binding site in the outer vestibule and the critical permeation and selectivity 

features of this region. One site in the channel’s domain I P loop determines affinity 

differences in mammalian isoforms. 
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1. Introduction 

Tetrodotoxin (TTX) and saxitoxin (STX)—guanidinium toxins—are potent and potentially lethal 

marine toxins with features that have been of great value to ion channel research. The two toxins are 

small molecules with similar structural properties and they block voltage-gated Na channels 

competitively. Because of their specificity for Na channels they allow separation of Na currents from 

other ionic currents in native cells. They are so called because they both have guanidinium moieties 

and are consequently both positively charged at neutral pH. The early history and chemistry of these 

toxins has been amply described in a review by Kao [1] and in a symposium report [2].  
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After Narahashi and colleagues [3,4] had shown that TTX blocked voltage-dependent Na currents, 

Hille [5] determined a number of important pharmacological characteristics. He confirmed that TTX 

and STX appeared to be completely specific for Na channels and bound with 1:1 stoichiometry.  

Hille [6] summarized the argument derived from functional data that TTX and STX bind in the 

external channel vestibule and block Na current by occluding the pore completely. The original points 

supporting this argument are: 

1. Guanidinium ions are (slightly) permeable, implying that they can interact within the pore as 

deep as the selectivity filter. TTX and STX, although somewhat larger than guanidinium ions, 

have guanidinium moietie(s), plausibly allowing them to reach the narrowest part of the pore and 

interact with the selectivity filter, but block because they are too large to pass through [7]. 

2. Protons and the guanidinium toxins both have positive charges. Protons reduce both Na 

permeation and TTX block [5]. Their block is field-dependent; both appear to bind about  

one-third of the distance through the membrane electric field [7,8], presumably interacting with 

carboxylates involved in permeation.  

3. The selectivity filter is presumed to contain carboxylates in order to facilitate dehydration of Na
+
 

with minimal energy exchange and to permit it to distinguish between that ion and K
+
. TTX 

block is antagonized irreversibly by treatment with carboxyl-modifying agents [10–12]. 

4. TTX binding is antagonized by small cations, some of which are permeant [13,14]. For example, 

Ca
2+ 

competes with TTX/STX and it blocks within the membrane electric field at the same 

apparent depth as TTX/STX.  

These arguments are all inferential, but they have been valuable guides to experimental study of the 

toxin binding site. 

The specificity of TTX for voltage-gated Na channels has been challenged by a suggestion that 

there is a cardiac Na channel with substantial permeability for Ca
2+

, that it is genetically different from 

the Nav family, and that it is nevertheless blocked by TTX [15,16]. This channel has not been cloned, 

so its properties remain unresolved. In addition there is an unconfirmed report that one isoform group 

of the T type Ca channel (Cav3) binds TTX and STX and is blocked with low toxin affinity [17].  

2. The Role of Gating in TTX Block 

The argument that TTX and STX achieve their block by occluding the outer pore was plausible but 

the evidence was circumstantial, and interference with channel gating is a logical alternative idea for 

the mechanism of block. TTX/STX block is somewhat use-dependent, which means that with repeated 

stimulation the block is enhanced about 3-fold [18]. The presence of use-dependence is reminiscent of 

the use-dependence of local anesthetic drugs, where drug-induced changes in gating are  

documented [19]. The most direct way to ask the question of gating effects of TTX/STX binding is 

measurement of gating currents. These are small capacitive currents generated by movement of 

charged amino acids within the membrane relative to the membrane resistive barrier by the channel’s 

voltage sensors (S4 segments), which are strongly positively charged [20]. Initial studies implied no 

effect of TTX on gating currents (e.g., [21]). However, subsequent careful measurements demonstrated 

that TTX can shift the voltage sensitivity of gating about 10 mV in the hyperpolarizing direction [22], 
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with effects on gating kinetics that can be explained by the shift in voltage dependence. Other than this 

modest effect on the voltage range of gating, no other effects on gating currents are seen.  

TTX carries one positive charge and STX carries two positive charges. To the extent that this 

charge enters the membrane electric field as it binds to its site in the pore ([23], but see [24,25]), it 

could have an electrostatic effect on the field acting on the voltage sensors. However, the effect of one 

positive charge would be very small, judging from the minimal effects of neutralization of the 

vestibule carboxylates by mutation on channel gating [26], and it is in the opposite direction to the 

experimentally observed voltage shift. Furthermore, STX with two positive charges has a smaller 

effect than TTX with its one charge. Heggeness and Starkus [22] proposed that TTX binding displaces 

a divalent ion (Ca or Mg) from within the pore, reducing the effect of its double charge, although the 

lesser effect of STX is difficult to explain by this mechanism. In any case, if this modest displacement 

of the voltage dependence of gating is involved in the mechanism of block, it could easily be removed 

by an appropriate hyperpolarization, and this does not occur. So it can be concluded that TTX and 

STX do not block by paralysis of gating. 

3. Cloning of the Na Channel Family 

The voltage-gated Na channel in excitable tissue is an intrinsic membrane protein that is present 

only in trace quantities. Since TTX and STX bind selectively with one toxin per channel, tritiated toxin 

has been successfully used to determine the density of Na channels in the membrane [27]. The very 

low concentration of Na channel protein in any biochemical preparation of membrane makes its 

purification difficult. Although the presence of channels in various fractions during purification could 

perhaps be determined by their electrical assay after incorporation in artificial bilayers, this is a very 

cumbersome method. However, the tritiated toxin can be used conveniently, and this was the approach 

for Na channel purification [28]. With purification, the necessary painstaking amino acid sequencing 

can be done, providing the initial amino acid sequence necessary for probes to select mRNA and allow 

synthesis of the cDNA sequence. The Numa laboratory in Kyoto [29] reported the deduced primary 

structure of the eel Na channel, and subsequently the primary sequences of the ~2,000 amino acids of 

the mammalian brain channels α-subunits. The homologous mammalian skeletal muscle isoform 

sequence was reported by Trimmer et al. [30] and George et al. [31]), and the cardiac isoform was 

soon reported soon thereafter [32,33]. Subsequently, many more Na channel isoforms have been 

cloned from mammalian peripheral nerve and from non-mammalian species. Goldin [34] has listed 26 

mammalian, 11 other vertebrate, and 18 invertebrate Na channels clones. The large number of voltage-

gated Na channel isoforms fits with variation of physiological and pharmacological properties of Na 

currents, and opens the door to correlation of structure with function. 

4. Early Post-Cloning Insights 

Cloning identified the ~2,000 amino acid residue primary sequence of the Na channel isoforms. 

Although only a few intrinsic membrane proteins had been structurally determined by that time, the 

patterns from them and from general rules of protein structure were helpful for predicting the Na 

channel secondary and tertiary structures [35]. Three features were important in the quest for locating 

the TTX binding site in this protein. (1) The protein contained four homologous sets (domains I-IV) of  
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6α-helical segments (S1–S6), each long enough to cross the membrane. (2) Between S5 and S6 in each 

domain is a short segment that appeared to fold into the membrane half-way (the P loop), and it 

contained regions that showed almost perfect homology across the 5–6 isoforms initially cloned (a Na 

channel ―signature‖ sequence). (3). A mutation in that ―signature sequence‖ resulted in loss of ion 

permeation without change in gating currents. These three features were important steps to locate the 

mouth of the pore, which had been proposed to be the TTX binding site. 

The initial model of membrane topology of the Na channel by Noda et al. [29] was confounded by 

two areas difficult to characterize. Firstly, the S4 of each domain contained positively charged amino 

acid residues every third position, making it unstable within the hydrophobic interior of the membrane. 

It was initially proposed to form part of the pore lining because of its hydrophilic character [36]. 

However, it turned out to be the element that is responsive to membrane electric field and constituted a 

major part of the channel’s ―voltage sensor‖. Secondly, the region between S5 and S6 contained  

α-helical sequences that initially were thought to cross the membrane. Comparison to a recently cloned 

K channel helped to confirm that each domain of the channel contained only six transmembrane 

segments. 

During examination of the sequences of the S5-S6 regions, Guy and Seetharamulu [37] proposed 

that they contain a hairpin element that folded partly into the membrane, initially called SS1 and SS2, 

and that this region formed part of the pore. Each of the four SS2 segments contained a sequence of  

4–5 amino acid residues that was almost perfectly homologous among the 5–6 isoforms available at 

that time. This homology is what would be expected for a region that determined Na
+
 selectivity, the 

characteristic that defines Na channels. Each domain contained a different SS2 sequence, but the 

domain’s sequence was shared between isoforms. The SS2 segments included multiple carboxylates, 

which met the requirements of Hille’s suggestion [38] for a region that could dehydrate Na during its 

passage through the pore. The carboxylates could also be the residues interacting with 

trimethyloxonium [12,39], which altered current and TTX binding. This S5-S6 hairpin was named the 

―P loop‖, and Guy [40] presciently presented a cartoon of the four P loops (one from each domain) 

forming the narrow part of the pore and interacting with TTX. 

Following the suggestion from modeling studies that the carboxylates in SS2 of the P loop were 

part of the narrow pore, Pusch et al. [41] mutated one carboxylate (D387N in Nav1.2) and almost 

abolished Na current without affecting channel gating. The failure to alter gating, judged by the 

presence of normal gating currents, was strong evidence that the channel was folding properly and 

inserting in the membrane, even though little ionic current could be recorded. This result reinforced 

the idea that the P loop contains the narrow part of the pore and that it was a good candidate for the 

TTX binding site.  

5. Mutations Affecting TTX Binding 

The four P loops forming the pore’s outer vestibule contain multiple charged amino acids— 

six carboxylates and a lysine aligned into an inner ring (DEKA, with one residue from each domain) 

and an outer ring (EE(M/D)D) (Figure 1). Noda et al. [42] demonstrated that neutralization of the 

outer carboxyl of domain 1 in Nav1.2 (E387Q) abolished TTX block, with only modest changes in 

peak Na current magnitude and no change in gating. With this assurance that TTX did bind in this 
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region, which was presumably the outer pore, Terlau et al. [43] showed that neutralization of each of 

seven of the charged residues had significant effects on TTX block, some by factors of 10
4
. Several of 

the adjacent uncharged residues were also changed, but with relatively little effect. Terlau et al. [43] 

also measured permeation effects. Neutralization of the inner ring carboxylates dramatically reduced 

permeation and neutralization of the outer ring carboxylates had more modest but significant effects on 

permeation. See also the extensive studies of Schlief et al. [44], Chiamvimonvat et al. [45], Favre et al. 

[46]. At this point, it was clear that TTX binding was influenced by multiple residues in what is 

certainly the outer vestibule and the narrow region controlling permeation. The demonstration that 

mutation of residues critically involved in permeation and selectivity greatly reduced or abolished 

toxin affinity established beyond any doubt that TTX and STX bind and block deep within the outer 

vestibule. Their interactions with multiple P loops also strongly supported the conclusion that toxin 

occludes the pore and interacts with residues critical for permeation and selectivity. 

Figure 1. Schematic of the channel’s outer vestibule, showing some critical residues 

(Nav1.4 numbering). 

 

An important but unanswered question was the mechanism of the difference in affinity between 

isoforms of the Na channel. The cardiac isoform (Nav1.5) shows as much as 10
3
 lower affinity for 

TTX than the three brain isoforms (Nav1.1–3) and the skeletal isoform (Nav1.4). In the domain 1 P 

loop sequence, where the toxins were thought to bind, there are two differences between these 

isoforms. The Nav1.5 sequence is DCWED, but Nav1.1–4 have an aromatic residue on place of the 

cysteine (F for Nav1.1–3, and Y for Nav1.4) and an asparagine in place of the C-terminal aspartate . 

Several lines of evidence pointed to the aromatic residue as the basis of high TTX affinity for  

Nav1.1–4, as opposed to the aspartate, as the basis of Nav1.5 low affinity. The cardiac isoform is more 

sensitive to block by some divalent ions (e.g., [47,48]), which have a higher affinity for cysteine 

compared to aromatic residues, and these ions compete with TTX (e.g., [14]). Replacement of cysteine 

by tyrosine or phenylalanine in Nav1.5 increased TTX affinity almost 10
3
-fold, while replacement of 

the aspartate with asparagine somewhat reduced affinity instead of increasing it [47]. Comparable 

experiments in Nav1.4 also pointed to the Y/C site as critical for high TTX affinity in the skeletal 

muscle isoform [49], and comparable experiments in Nav1.2 pointed to the importance of the F/C  
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site [50]. These studies demonstrated clearly that the cysteine-aromatic residue difference accounted 

for all, or almost all of the isoform difference in TTX affinity between Nav1.5 and Nav1.1–4.  

A large number of residues in the vestibule clearly influenced TTX binding. In an effort to 

characterize these interactions, Penzotti et al. [51] undertook a quantitative study of change in binding 

and unbinding rates with mutations of each of the Nav1.4 vestibule residues known to influence TTX 

binding and compared them with STX, yielding ΔΔG values for the different mutations. The 

experimentally determined effects of outer and inner ring mutations on IC50, kon and koff of TTX block 

are compared in Table 1. The most important residue of the inner ring in determining the efficacy of 

TTX block was Glu-755 (Nav1.4 numbering), with the rank order of importance of the different 

domain residues II >> III> I. The ΔΔG’s for neutralizations D400A, E755A, and K1237A from 

domains I, II, and III were 3.3, 5.4, and 4.1 kcal/mol (see Table 2). Reductions in kon’s were primarily 

responsible for the decreases in affinity. However, E755A did show a small increase in koff. The 

relative importance of the domains was different for the outer ring. The rank order for neutralization of 

outer ring residues of the domains was I >> II> IV, suggesting that Glu-403 of domain I was of major 

importance to TTX affinity. E403Q showed a ΔΔG of 5.2 kcal/mol, with ΔΔG’s of E758Q and 

D1532N smaller at 3.3 and 2.4 kcal/mol (Table 2). The changes in Kd were entirely associated with 

decreases in kon. 

Table 1. Changes in IC50, kon, and koff for TTX with mutations in the outer vestibule 

(modified from Penzotti et al. [51]).  

Mutation Equilibrium IC50(μM) kon (M
-1

s
-1

) koff (s
-1

) IC50 ratio 

Native Nav1.4 0.036 ± 0.006 3.53 × 10
5
 1.02 × 10

-2
. 1 

D400A 6.0 ± 0.7 2.93 × 10
2
 1.26 × 10

-2
 168 

E403Q 161 ± 14 2.48 × 10
2
 1.57 × 10

-2
 4521 

E755A 229 ± 21 2.90 × 10
2
 2.69 × 10

-2
 6412 

E758Q 6.2 ± 0.3 4.86 × 10
3
 1.47 × 10

-2
 174 

K1237A 23 ± 2 1.62 × 10
2
 1.49 × 10

-2
 641 

M1240E 87 ± 5 4.15 × 10
2
 1.98 × 10

-2
 2433 

M1240K 238 ± 17 1.02 × 10
2
 1.58 × 10

-2
 6678 

D1532N 1.5 ± 0.2 6.14 × 10
2
 1.45 × 10

-2
 43 

 

The effects of mutations were not simply the removal of negative charges. M1240K in domain III 

resulted in a 5.4 kcal/mol ΔΔG, while M1240E reduced affinity, instead of increasing it, by a ΔΔG of 

4.8 kcal/mol. Again the major cause in reduction in affinity was a decrease in kon. As expected, 

mutations at the Tyr-401 site reduced affinities of both STX and TTX, with greater effect on TTX. The 

Y/C mutation resulted in affinity similar to that in human Nav1.5, which normally contains a Cys at  

this site.  
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Table 2. Changes in equilibrium binding free energy of STX and TTX for the outer 

vestibule mutants (From Penzotti et al. [51]). 

Mutation ΔΔGSTX ± SE ΔΔGTTX ± SE ΔΔGSTX/ΔΔGTTX ± SE 

D400A 3.8 ± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.1 

Y401D 2.4 ± 0.1 5.2 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.2 

Y401C 2.7 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.1 

E403Q 6.2 ± 0.1 5.2 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.05 

E755A 5.7 ± 0.1 5.4 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.1 

E758Q 6.0 ± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.05 

K1237A 3.9 ± 0.2 4.1 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.1 

M1240E 3.9 ± 0.1 4.8 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.1 

M1240K 6.1 ± 0.2 5.4 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.1 

D1532N 6.2 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.1 

Several aspects of this study were noteworthy. First, ΔΔG’s for mutations of selectivity filter 

residues were large. Second, the outer ring carboxylate neutralizations produced similar and very large 

ΔΔG’s, Third, the changes resulted almost entirely from changes in kon, with little change in koff. The 

Y/C mutation had a much larger ΔΔG for TTX than for STX. 

6. Modeling the TTX Binding Site 

Since TTX binding was a guide to the regions of the protein sequence that composed the outer 

vestibule and selectivity region, modeling of TTX interactions has been very helpful to gaining insight 

into both channel structure and TTX binding. Following the argument that TTX is a rigid molecule and 

binds to multiple sites in the outer vestibule, Lipkind and Fozzard [52] developed a molecular model 

of the outer vestibule, using the logic of lock and key. They formed hairpin P loops from the sequences 

in each domain with the pore-facing segment arranged as β-strands. This, for example, meant that in 

the domain I sequence the outer ring glutamate and the cysteine/tyrosine/phenylalanine would face 

into the pore, as well as the inner ring aspartate because it is part of the turn (see Figure 1). The four P 

loops with the two rings of charged residues were docked symmetrically onto the TTX and STX 

molecules to form a funnel-shaped binding site. A critical feature of this outer vestibule model was the 

requirement of clockwise organization of the four P loops, when viewed from the outside. This 

clockwise pattern has subsequently been supported by several studies of binding by asymmetrical 

toxins [53,54].   

MacKinnon and colleagues described at 3.2 Å resolution the X-ray structure of a bacterial K 

channel called KcsA (minus its N- and C-terminae) [55]. Although this channel is not voltage 

dependent, it has the same selectivity properties of the voltage-gated channel pore. It contains two 

membrane-spanning α-helical segments M1 and M2. Four subunits combine to form a symmetrical 

permeation path, lined by a ―teepee‖ of converging M2 transmembrane helices. The P loops between 

the four sets of paired helices, which are homologous with voltage-gated K channels, are arranged to 

form the 12 Å-long selectivity filter of the channel. The outer vestibule is lined by the P loop backbone 

carbonyls, with the side chains facing away from the pore.  
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The model of the S5-P-S6 Na channel pore-forming unit of Nav1.4 [56] was based on the backbone 

coordinates of the closed KcsA channel unit [55], along with an α-helix-turn-β-strand motif for the P 

loops to compose an energetically appropriate outer vestibule for binding of the guanidinium toxins 

and μ-conotoxin. This Na channel vestibule-selectivity region was made wider than that of KcsA in 

order to accommodate the large toxin molecules within the vestibule, along with the side chains of the 

lining residues that face the pore. Consequently, the backbone configurations of the Na channel P 

loops differ slightly from those of the KcsA channel. The P loop turns of the Na channel model are 

exactly at the DEKA selectivity filter residues, with the β-strands ascending back toward the 

extracellular side of the pore [56,57]. In comparison, K channel turn residues are located deeper into 

the pore and the selectivity filter region is distributed over about a 15 Å segment.  

In our model of the Na channel outer vestibule, the P loops of domains I-IV were docked into the 

extracellular part of the inverted teepee formed by the C-terminal segments of S5 helices and the  

N-terminal segments of the S6 helices, which were located on the basis of the KcsA M1 and M2 main 

chains. As a result, each P loop formed densely packed contacts with the α-helices of S5 and S6 

segments of its own domain and S6 of the neighboring domain. Assembly of the four P loop  

αβ-hairpins then formed the guanidinium toxin binding pocket. The retained interactions with the 

guanidinium toxins include the following features: 

1. The 1,2,3 guanidinium group of TTX and the 7,8,9 guanidinium group of STX are directed into 

the pore, where they interact most strongly with Glu-755 of domain II and Asp-400 of  

domain I. 

2. The 1,2,3 guanidinium group of STX, which is located at right angles to the plane of the other 

guanidinium group in the rigid STX structure, interacts with Asp-1532 of domain IV. 

3. In the plane of the 1,2,3 guanidinium group on the opposite side of STX is a C-12 gem-diol, 

postulated to interact with Glu-758 of domain II. 

4. There is a strong nonbonded interaction between the aromatic ring of Tyr-401 of domain I and 

the nonpolar surface of TTX. 

7. Comparison of Model with Experimental Identification of Guanidinium Toxin Interactive 

Groups 

Kao and coworkers [1] identified the active groups in TTX and STX by study of structural analogs. 

For TTX these include the guanidinium group and the hydroxyls at C9 and C10 (Figure 2). The 

guanidinium group seems to form an ion-pair with an anionic site on the receptor and the C9-OH and 

C10-OH form hydrogen bonds at other sites [58]. The low affinity of anhydrotetrodotoxin, where C4 

and C9 are joined by an oxygen bridge, supports this proposal [59,60]. 4-Epitetrodotoxin, where the -H 

and -OH were reversed from TTX is about half as potent. Therefore, the change in activity of 

anhydrotetrodotoxin can be explained by loss of the C9-OH group and its hydrogen bond to the 

receptor. Interestingly, the Nav1.6 isoform seems to retain its affinity for anhydroTTX [61]. 

Modification of both C9-OH and C10-OH in tetrodonic acid resulted in complete loss of binding [59]. 

6-Epitetrodotoxin and 11-deoxytetrodotoxin (with -CH3 instead of -CH2OH) have low binding Na 

channel affinity (about 0.01x) [62,63] that confirms also the importance of the 11-CH2OH group. 
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Yang et al. [62] identified seven possible interaction sites, but a more conservative analysis 

suggests that only the guanidinium group and the hydroxyls at C9 and C10 (for TTX) or C12 (for 

STX) are the more critical sites, partly because they show remarkable stereospecificity. When the 

guanidinium group of TTX and the 7,8,9 guanidinium group of STX are aligned, then the hydroxyls at 

C9 and C10 for TTX and the two hydroxyls at C12 for STX are almost perfectly aligned [58]. Based 

on the argument that the 1,2,3 guanidinium of TTX and the 7,8,9 guanidinium of STX are critical, they 

are reserved for interaction with the DEKA selectivity filter. Using this alignment the energetical 

optimization of TTX in its complex with the outer vestibule has led to the structures in Figures 3 and 4 

(top and side views). TTX spans the outer vestibule model between domains I and II and its 1,2,3 

guanidinium group is in immediate contact with Asp-400 and Glu-755. The guanidinium group of 

TTX simultaneously forms hydrogen bonds with these residues. 

Figure 2. Schematic of tetrodotoxin structure (left panel) and space-filling model  

(right panel). 

 

The optimal Tyr-401 - TTX interaction occurred with the nonpolar C4-C5-C7-C8 side of the toxin 

by van der Waals contacts. The calculated nonbonded interaction energy change with the Y401C 

mutation was 4.9 kcal/mol (-6.7 kcal/mol with Tyr-401 and -1.8 kcal/mol with Cys-401). This is 

compared to the 4.8 kcal/mol change measured experimentally with this mutation (Table 2). The dense 

packing of TTX with the domain P loop would prevent sulfhydryl interactions with this Cys, as found 

experimentally [64]. This orientation of TTX placed the C9 and C10 hydroxyl groups near Glu-758 

and the C11 hydroxyl group near Glu-403. However, only one hydroxyl formed a hydrogen bond with 

Glu-758, explaining the weaker interaction of TTX with this residue than for STX, whose two 

hydroxyls at C12 hydrated ketone simultaneously formed hydrogen bonds with Glu-758. TTX failed to 

make contact with Asp-1532 of domain IV, but in contrast, STX does make intimate contact. STX loss 

of energy of interaction with mutation of Asp-1532 was -6.2 kcal/mol, and TTX loss was only  

-2.4 kcal/mol (Table 2). This orientation is also supported by the results of Choudhary et al. [65] for 

binding of 1,4 gonyautoxin, which has a sulfate in the C11 position. 

The calculated energies of interaction of Asp-400, Glu-755, Glu-758, and Asp-1532 with TTX were 

-4.0, -4.1, -3.6, and -2.2 kcal/mol. In this model the interactions with Asp-400 and Glu-755 are almost 
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the same, while the experimental estimates show a noticeable difference: -3.3 and -5.4 kcal/mol  

(Table 2). However, we need to underline that the side chain of Glu-755 is important not only for 

interaction with TTX, but also important for the structural integrity of the selectivity filter itself. This 

is probably why experimental substitution of Lys-1237, which interacts with Glu-755 and maintains 

the selectivity ring structure, also decreased binding of TTX with the loss of about 4 kcal/mol. If  

Lys-1237 was acting with TTX electrostatically and the ring were rigid, we would expect that 

neutralization would have increased binding affinity.  

Figure 3. Top view of a new docking model of TTX in the outer vestibule. 

 

Santarelli et al. [66] presented convincing data that TTX participates in a ―cation-π-interaction‖ 

with the aromatic ring of Tyr-401 in Nav1.4, explaining the need for an aromatic residue at this 

position. Progressive fluorination of a benzene ring inserted in the 401 position reduced TTX binding 

energy linearly to a maximal change of about 2 kcal/mol. This represents about half the change when 

cysteine, the Nav1.5 residue, is in the 401 position. Recall that substitution of cysteine for Tyr-401 

produces a 4.8 kcal/mol change. Their examination of the binding of TTX inside the outer vestibule, 

using the model of Lipkind and Fozzard [56], ignored possible interactions of TTX with the 

carboxylates of the inner and outer charge rings and focused on direct contacts of the TTX 

guanidinium group with the aromatic ring. As a consequence they may have overestimated the 

proximity of the guanidinium group of TTX to the side chain of Tyr-401. It is difficult to orient TTX 

within the vestibule without considering hydrogen bonds (salt bridges) between the guanidinium group 

of TTX and the negatively charged carboxylates Asp-400 and Glu-755 in the selectivity filter. Such 

interactions with the selectivity filter have the important result of preventing Na permeation. Also, 

perhaps the π-electron interaction [66] is an intermediate on the way to final binding. An alternative 
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model of the outer vestibule proposed by Tikhonov and Zhorov [67] was not useful for the π-electron 

analysis because it did not orient the aromatic ring of Tyr-401 toward the pore.  

Figure 4. Side view of a new docking model of TTX in the outer vestibule. 

 

Both the Lipkind-Fozzard and the Tikhonov-Zhorov models of TTX/STX binding assume that the 

outer vestibule is normally rigid. There are several pieces of experimental evidence that suggest that 

the outer vestibule is somewhat flexible. However, for purposes of interactions and site location, an 

induced fit between the toxin and the site is equally revealing. As already noted, any possible 

conformational change in the binding site has no significant effect on channel gating. Conformational 

changes during toxin binding would imply the existence of several stages in the binding process. 

Indeed, there are experimental results indicating that several stages in TTX/STX binding do occur 

[51,68]. Because the toxin molecule is not symmetrical, it is crucial that it be properly oriented before 

it can be tightly bound. The initial attraction to the pore could be significantly influenced by the pore’s 

negative field [69], and the toxin orientation would be strongly influenced by the charged residues as it 

entered the vestibule. The finding that neutralization of the charged vestibule residues reduced affinity 

by reducing kon, rather than increasing koff, implies that electrostatic orientation is a major part of the 

carboxylate contribution to binding orientation [18,51], positioning the toxin so that close interactions 

such as hydrogen bonding could occur. And it is true for both tonic and use-dependent block by TTX. 

Mutations of the negatively charged residues of the outer ring [18] and different levels of fluorinations 

of Try-401 [66] have produced the same relative changes in binding affinities as for tonic and 

stimulated states. Therefore, both states, despite any conformational changes, involve the same 

physical interactions between TTX and the outer vestibule of the Na channel.  

8. Summary 

The guanidinium toxins bind with high affinity deeply within the voltage-gated Na channel’s outer 

vestibule through multiple interactions to carboxylates and other residues. The binding is selective for 
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voltage-gated Na channels, and this property has made radio labeled toxin crucial in the channel’s 

cloning. Binding produces complete block by interaction with the selectivity filter, while largely 

occluding the pore. Some isoforms have lower affinity. The best known example of this is the lower 

affinity for the cardiac Na channel, and this results from a cysteine just above the selectivity filter in 

that isoform, instead of an aromatic residue. The compact and rigid toxin structure has assisted 

molecular modeling of the channel’s outer vestibule, providing insight into the channel’s permeation 

and selectivity mechanisms. The toxins may eventually assist in direct structural studies of the voltage-

gated Na channel. 
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